Summary
Commission District Boundaries for use in internal planning and mapping

Description
Commission Districts created in accordance with the following major criteria:

Population:
> primary criteria based on updated 2010 Census population data, with a maximum 10% population difference allowed between districts
> left room for future population growth anticipated on the east side of county
> purposely excluded race/ethnicity data from analysis process to promote random location of varying races and ethnicities.

Consideration of various existing boundaries:
> required to base districts on adjacent Census Block Groups or, when available, Census Blocks
> required to keep current commissioner in his/her district
> ensured parcels of record at time of redistricting were not split
> used standard geographic boundaries easily referred to when writing and following legal descriptions
> made every attempt to keep boundaries similar to existing district lines
> minimized splitting of cities, house and senate boundaries
> attempted to be sensitive to School District Commissioners and their boundaries

Credits
Seminole County GIS; For 2010 update see: Ord 2011-29, dated 2011/10/25, Cnty Cmsn Rcds Bk 408 Pg 1070; working files & legal description - Vol2 on is_csb\cr\teams\CSI\GIS\Projects\Work Requests\2011\ReDistrictingCommissionDistricts\LegalDescriptions. For 2000 update see Ord 2001-49.

Use limitations
no restrictions, provided "as is" with no guarantees as to suitability for any use other than those for which it was designed